Lessons from South Africa’s FIFA World Cup,
Brazil and its Legacy for Labour
*This paper was first published as a chapter in a book, "La Coupe est pleine!" about mega-sports
published in French by the Europe – Third World Centre (CETIM), Switzerland in 2013. A
Portuguese version is also available at the Institute for Latin American Studies (IELA), Brazil.
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Introduction
Mega-sports events, including the Olympics are short-term, once-off events with a large-scale
economic impact3 and a concentration of capital expenditure and labour especially in the
construction, hospitality, transport and services sectors. In a very short space of time the face
of a city can be changed and those who live in it. Those that build the city and its
infrastructure to host the mega-sporting event are rendered invisible. Their labour is required
but their presence in the city is not desired. The price of labour power is repressed as workers
find themselves competing for precarious forms of work – and so super exploitation is
maintained.
The trade union movement has generally not sought to use the opportunity of mega events
such as the FIFA World Cup to make long-term strategic gains for the labour movement. The
previous World Cup held in Germany in 2006, for example, demonstrated a general absence
of trade unions in utilising the opportunity to revitalise the unions and to increase trade union
density.4
It was the South African trade unions affiliated to the Building and Wood Workers’
International (BWI) that were the first to develop a model for strategically campaigning
around mega sports events with the international launch of the ‘Campaign for Decent Work
Towards and Beyond 2010’ in 2007 at the World Social Forum, thereby effectively using the
opportunity presented by the 2010 World Cup to promote decent working conditions in the
construction sector in South Africa.5 The success of this model lies in its replication beyond
South African borders.
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FIFA’s Sports Accumulation Complex and the increasing rate of exploitation
When the South African government entered the FIFA market to bid to be the first country in
Africa to ‘host’ the World Cup6 it purchased the right to host the sporting spectacle without a
definite price. The bid document, itself a secret document, (which was funded by
Multinationals with a direct financial interest in the games) contained flawed calculations
based on what is called guess-estimates, which cannot account for cost escalations let alone
the net income to the state and society.
The initial cost estimate was calculated at R2.3 billion and was to be paid by the South
African government, largely to fund the stadia and related infrastructure. At the same time, it
was projected that South Africa would gain an additional R7.2 billion in tax revenue related
to hosting the event. However, the 2010 estimated cost (and this is likely to be much higher)
for the South Africa government was R39.3 billion – an enormous 1 709% increase from the
original estimate and amounted to a complete financial loss in terms of taxable sales.7
In addition to providing ‘guarantees’ to FIFA and its commercial partners for unhindered
capital accumulation, the state also used its vast control of the surplus value of society (taxes)
to contract the provision of infrastructure and services including driving a local fan base of
around 12 million people to consume merchandise and ticket sales invariably paid for or
funded through increased consumer debt spending.
Mega sporting events give true meaning to the notion of the reduction of time and
space in which governments and the private sector are able to provide the
infrastructure and services necessary to host the event (normally one month in
duration) with a concomitant increase in the mobilisation of a flexible, highly
exploitable labour force. This reduced time and space in which delivery of the event
occurs highlights the central problem of the intensification of the exploitation of
labour without commensurate improvements in wages and working conditions.8
The South African government provided the stimulus for the rapid and large scale expansion
of the economy which at the same time required the mobilisation of the readily available and
large supply of cheap labour. With an official unemployment rate of 24%9 a large reserve
army of labour (including the unemployed, casuals, self-employed and migrant workers) was
absorbed into the labour market for the production of the sporting spectacle and were
disposed of in the run up to the mega-event (held 11 June to 11 July 2010), contributing to
the a loss of 627 000 jobs in the overall economy.10
Gearing the South African economy up to meet the needs of the World Cup, including
providing the required upgrades and expansion to infrastructure, the manufacture of
commodities and provision of services related to the hosting of the event necessitated
increasing the rate of exploitation of workers. The FIFA mascot Zakumi, for example,
6
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licensed through the Global Brands Group, was produced by Chinese teenage workers under
sweatshop conditions as they worked 13-hour shifts for a meagre $3 a day.11
Tourism

2008

2009

2010

2011

Direct GDP

R67 147 m

R69 289 m

R80 249 m

R84 333 m

553 990

567 378

598 432

Direct employment 606 934

Source: Table by author with data sourced from Statistics South Africa, National Accounts Report, Report No.: 0405-07, March 2013

As illustrated above, in the tourism sector and related industries there has been a growth in
the contribution to the direct gross domestic product in the pre and post-World Cup periods
from R67 147 million in 2008 to R84 333 million in 2011. There were 606 934 workers
directly engaged in producing goods and services purchased by visitors in 2008, 553 990
workers in 2009, 567 378 workers in 2010 and 598 432 in 2011.
If we compare the number of workers employed in direct employment in the tourism sector in
the pre-World Cup period of 2008 where some 606 934 workers were employed with the
three years immediately (2009), during (2010) and post-World Cup period (2011) we find
that employment was in fact lower despite the increased levels of expenditure even during the
actual month that the World Cup took place during 2010. There were 52 944 fewer workers
in 2009, 39 556 fewer workers in 2010 and 8502 fewer workers in 2011 than there were in
2008.
Thus, the employment multiplier effect projected by Grant Thornton12 fell apart because,
instead of increased employment through increased investment and expenditure, there was an
actual decrease in direct employment. What this suggests is that there was a real increase in
the rate of exploitation of workers employed in the tourism and related industries who had to
work longer hours or at an increased pace of work or both in the context of increased tourism
flow to South Africa.
Rising profits of the ‘Big Five’ construction companies during the stadium years, 2004–9

R 3,500,000,000

R 1,500,000,000

R -500,000,000

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

Basil Read

R -41,000,000

R 24,000,000

R 57,000,000

R 164,000,000

R 296,076,000

R 411,779,000

Group Five

R 118,000,000

R 134,000,000

R 141,000,000

R 373,000,000

R 665,537,000

R 782,011,000

Grinaker - LTA (Aveng )

R 170,000,000

R 493,000,000

R 788,000,000

R 7,953,000,000

R 3,321,000,000

R 2,910,000,000

Murray & Roberts

R 415,000,000

R 523,000,000

R 658,000,000

R 1,284,000,000

R 2,455,000,000

R 2,869,000,000

WBHO

R 128,000,000

R 198,000,000

R 305,000,000

R 446,000,000

R 1,080,735,000

R 1,360,833,000

Source: South Africa’s World Cup: A Legacy for Whom?
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Despite the world economic crisis of 2008-2009 the top five South African construction
companies13 have benefited handsomely from the World Cup infrastructure projects raking in
an average profit of 100% over the five year period (2005-2009) after making substantial
losses up to 2004. The total remuneration of CEO’s, which includes benefits and bonuses, on
average had risen by over 200% since 2004.14
In keeping with the time-bound nature of the World Cup some 452 000 jobs were said to
have been created. However, the nature of these jobs was precarious. The general trend has
been for construction companies to downsize their workforce and retain a core workforce of
quantity surveyors, site managers, foreman, health & safety officers and a few artisans and
semi-skilled workers. Then there was a large layer of unskilled casual or temporary workers
hired on short-term contracts, largely as general workers. Skilled South Africans are in great
demand but there are very few opportunities for millions of unskilled, mainly black workers,
who can be delivered to companies through labour brokers and sub-contractors and trained
very quickly, if required. Through this mechanism a racial dimension to work was maintained
or perpetuated in construction of the World Cup infrastructure.15
In the construction sector where some 1,117 000 workers in both the formal and informal
sector were employed in 2009, only 1 006 000 workers were employed by the time the World
Cup kicked off in South Africa resulting in a loss of 110 000 construction jobs year-on-year.
In fact, between quarter 4 of 2009 the official unemployment rate was 24,3% and in quarter 1
of June 2010 unemployment had reached 25,2%.16 The mass of the reserve army of labour in
the construction sector was disposed of as soon as the World Cup projects were completed.
Despite the efforts of trade unions and workers to fight for improved working conditions the
wage gap in the construction sector rose from 166 in 2004 to 285 in 2009.17 The World Cup
has therefore made its contribution to increasing social inequality within South African
society.
The current investigation by the South African Competition Commission, points to the
operation of a construction cartel ‘involved in one of the most significant infrastructure
rollouts in the country’s history’18 and its plundering of public funds, demonstrates how
public mega subsidies for mega sports events degenerate into vehicles for sponsored private
capitalist-primitive accumulation.
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The Trade Union Legacy
The first strike recorded at a World Cup construction site broke out at Green Point
Stadium on 27 August 2007, igniting a wave of local site strikes which resulted in
agreements with employers across the country. About 20 of the 26 strikes were
wildcat in nature, indicating an autonomous and spontaneous new militancy among
construction workers. This militancy was to some extent captured by trade unions,
ultimately leading to widespread gains such as project bonuses of R6 000, no
downward variation of working conditions, improved health and safety, and
increases in pay rates.19
On 8 July 2009 a week-long nationwide strike commenced in South Africa by 70 000
construction workers and this was unprecedented and significant in several respects. Not only
was this the first national strike on 2010 World Cup sites by South African construction
workers, creating an international precedent, there was the unity displayed by workers and
trade unions within a sector organised by several competing trade unions from three different
ideologically-based federations. A clear feature of the strike was the widespread support it
mobilised from the South African public and the media despite the strike potentially setting
back progress on World Cup projects. While FIFA and the local organising committee
ultimately played a role of placing pressure on the trade union leadership to compromise, the
construction sector workers called for the abandonment of wages linked to inflation and
settled for a 12% increase in wages, 4% above inflation thus setting the stage for other sectors
in the economy to follow.20 After all, there appeared to be no limitation to CEO and executive
remuneration that in reality has never been bound by inflation.
The national strike had as its background at least two years’ preparation and build-up by the
unions through the Building and Wood Workers’ International (BWI) “Fair Games, Fair Play:
Campaign for Decent Work Towards and Beyond 2010” which was launched in Nairobi,
Kenya at the World Social Forum in 2007. An alliance was formed between BWI, the
International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC) and with the South African labour support
organisation, Labour Research Service (LRS) playing an instrumental role in shaping the
content of the campaign. The campaign was led by the Building and Wood Workers’
International (BWI) Africa and Middle East Office and its South African affiliates, the
National Union of Mineworkers (NUM), the Building Construction and Allied Workers’
Union (BCAWU) and the South African Building and Allied Workers’ Organisation
(SABAWO).
The “Campaign for Decent Work Towards and Beyond 2010” was historic in the sense that it
was the first large-scale, systematically implemented trade union campaign in connection with
a mega sports event. BWI was concerned with the decline in the construction trade union
membership worldwide and sought to increase the level of trade union density through
engaging proactively in mega-projects such as the 2010 World Cup infrastructure
development programme in South Africa. It combined five strategic pillars: organising,
research, negotiations, campaigning, and international solidarity.
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Pillar 1: Organising
Organising workers is the central pillar that informs any campaign strategy within the trade
union movement and how and whom the trade union organises into the union is telling of the
trade union tradition. The central question in the deployment of the reserve army of labour
(including the unemployed, casuals, self-employed and migrant workers) which acted as a
‘natural’ barrier to higher wages and improved working conditions, due to its oversupply in
the World Cup infrastructure projects and because it constituted the majority of the
workforce, was its recruitment as members into the trade unions. The extensive use of labour
brokers and subcontractors meant that the construction workforce is highly mobile and
fragmented and creates challenges for union organising.
A key concern raised was that, while the construction workplace has been dramatically
changed, the trade union as an institution has remained largely the same, with a tradition of
centrally organised trade unions relying on a diminishing, traditional core workforce as its
membership. How were the unions going to ensure the growth of union density in the sector,
through promoting decent work for non-standard workers?21
From the onset, BWI was aware of the need for the organisational renewal of the construction
trade unions which was clearly reflected in the objective of the campaign, “The 2010 Soccer
World Cup is used to facilitate growth of union density in the sector, through promoting
decent work for non-standard workers in the construction industry.”
The unions thus gave more attention than they had in the past to workers employed by subcontractors and labour brokers, opening up the space for embryonic new organising strategies.
The unions also became more aware and receptive to the legal and organisational
transformations that would be necessary to address issues for these workers and for their
incorporation into the union.
In order to achieve this objective the unions engaged in planned recruitment as part of the
campaign driven by a Steering Committee22, to which there was accountability for progress.
Unions also engaged the campaign coordinator individually to develop recruitment plans for
the mega-projects and strategies and recruitment drives were partly resourced by the
campaign. In this way, the project gave better focus nationally for targeted recruitment at
2010 sites.23
Unions were also able, through organising efforts, to integrate their efforts with a rising wave
of new and spontaneous militancy that emerged from construction sites during the period,
which could be built on by unions in engagements with employers.
The unions recruited 27 731 workers in the project period, increasing union membership by
39.4% from 2006 to 2009.24
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Pillar 2: Research
The role of research, education and technical support largely provided by the Labour
Research Service proved pivotal in raising the consciousness of South Africa trade unions to
start conceptualising an alternative way to organise workers in the construction sector.
The importance of competent research and analysis forming the backbone of campaign
strategies and messages and moreover also enabled the development of a counter-discourse
based upon empirical evidence. The principal example of this was the use of the remuneration
research to form a constant message around workers’ conditions as opposed to super profits.
The research also reviewed the wages and working conditions of workers nationally,
including the nature of the labour relations within sub-contracted and labour broking
conditions, with the intention of developing a programmatic approach to transforming the
construction sector in South Africa.
South African trade unions were therefore able to submit to the Ministry of Labour a
comprehensive submission for the sectoral determination which sets the wages and working
conditions for all construction workers in the civil engineering sector on a national basis.
According to trade union negotiators, the research assisted the unions with negotiations,
‘catching the employers by surprise’ as union representatives were more confident around the
negotiations table.
The role of the Labour Research Service was not that of mere service provider in that LRS
became centrally involved in all aspects of the campaign including the provision of technical
assistance and coordination of BWI’s decent work campaign. This indicated something new
in terms of the traditional way in which unions worked i.e. within their own strict
constitutional and hierarchical trade union apparatus.
Pillar 3: Negotiations25
One of the key factors in the success of any process of negotiations is whether the negotiating
team has had sufficient preparation and is armed with sufficient knowledge of the specific
terrain set before the negotiations actually commence. Since May 2007 at the Koponang
Strategy Meeting preliminary negotiating and organising strategies were developed with a
uniform set of demands which served as the unifying platform for the competing trade
unions.26
The trade union negotiators, who were well prepared through several negotiator training
workshops and who were armed with research supported through the BWI campaign, were
quite confident about a showdown with employers for the 2009 round of negotiations. By
December 2008 NUM had already sent its Memorandum to SAFCEC with a mandated list of
nineteen demands to improve wages and working conditions of construction workers. The
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campaign also developed the legal processes of participating in a new civil engineering
sectoral determination with the aim of transforming a fragmented construction sector.
Through the support and planning of the BWI “Campaign for Decent Work”, the trade unions,
to the surprise of employers, had already submitted a document on “Sectoral Determination 2:
Civil Engineering Sector, South Africa, March 2009” and participated in the national and
provincial processes of making written and oral submissions to the public hearings in
provinces as conducted by the Department of Labour. The bargaining councils and
employers’ associations were vociferous in their opposition, which ‘mainly contested the
possible extension of scope of application to include building and construction in the sectoral
determination’. In terms of what looked like a promising move to transform the sector,
employers blocked the unions’ proposals aided by the state obliging to their discontent.
The wildcat strikes by workers provided critical leverage that the trade unions needed to win
substantive defensive improvements such as enforcing labour standards on World Cup
construction sites, as well as improving wages, working conditions, occupational health and
safety (OHS) and promoting vocational training for workers. It was the 2009 national strike
where construction workers demonstrated historic unity and where they enjoyed
overwhelming public support for their legitimate demands and struggle. The balance of forces
was firmly in their favour.
Despite the unique conjunctural power of the national construction strike, the trade union
leadership of NUM and BCAWU succumbed to the political pressure of the Department of
Labour and the FIFA Local Organising Committee (LOC) in the ‘spirit of ensuring
unconditionally a successful hosting of the World Cup’ and thereby losing the strategic
initiative to the employers and effectively aborted the overhaul of the sectoral determination.27

Campaign Pillar 4: Campaigning
As the unions were already involved in providing support to workers engaging in wildcat
strike action, this set up a difficult dynamic with employers to gain access to the sites for
campaign launches. There was increasing concern that taking demands that were developing
at a national level to the sites would cause confusion as these demands differed from the
worker demands and individual site launches were called off. Ideally the launches would have
occurred at the commencement of construction but this was not possible due to the slow start
of the campaign.28
The successful lobbying of FIFA was made possible by the combined pressure from the Swiss
Federation of Trade Unions, the trade union Unia and the Swiss Labour Assistance on the one
hand and the wildcat strike actions spreading across South Africa on the other. This meant
that FIFA could not ignore organised labour. A meeting was held on 11 March 2008 in Zurich
between union representatives from South Africa, Switzerland and the Netherlands,
accompanied by BWI and ITUC and FIFA President, Joseph Blatter and the general secretary,
Jérôme Valcke.29
27
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Sepp Blatter committed FIFA to bring the workers’ issues before the government of South
Africa and the FIFA LOC and further agreed to include trade unions in inspection visits to
worksites. ‘The stadium inspections that took place in March 2009 were tolerated rather than
supported by the FIFA Local Organising Committee (LOC). They were widely covered in the
media, especially after the delegation was denied access to the Green Point Stadium in Cape
Town by the construction joint venture’s management, violating fundamental trade union
rights.’ After this FIFA released a press statement in support of the trade union campaign;30
Although FIFA is not the employer, nor the builder responsible for the construction of
the stadiums, FIFA is concerned by the situation and voices its full support to
continue the efforts to ensure that fair working conditions were in force while the
infrastructure for the 2010 FIFA World Cup™ in South Africa is being built. As such,
FIFA shows solidarity with the building trade unions campaign for decent work
towards and beyond 2010 ‘Fair Games – Fair Play’.
The Africa and Middle East representative of BWI, Crecentia Mofokeng, argued that the
BWI’s stadium inspections “established a precedent that would complicate any FIFA U-turn
in future….Although FIFA reneged on their promise of joint stadia inspections, they kept
their promise of issuing a clear statement in support of the campaign”. 31
Despite these lukewarm agreements made by FIFA, a symbolic victory for the trade unions
was the issuing of 2 free tickets32 to each of the 20 000 construction workers for the World
Cup matches.
The campaign media had been based upon empirical research conducted by the Labour
Research Service and strategically focused on the huge profits and CEO’s income, the
desperate conditions of workers including the implications of the socio-economic impact of
mega-projects. “This was a clever campaign strategy that was intended to ward off the
inevitable accusations of being unpatriotic”33. Pedrina and Merz 2010 put this well in stating
“Sympathy among journalists and media in South Africa was generated by exposing the
growing gap between the soaring profits of the construction companies and the stagnant
inflation-adjusted incomes of the construction workers; thereby, public sympathy for the
legitimate claims of “Fair Games - Fair Play was generated.”34
An expansive media profile was developed and sustained over the period of the entire
campaign. This included news articles and feature articles in progressive publications and
even a feature article in the German press, following a visit of the campaign coordinator.
There was also a feature article produced by Ingemar Dahlkvist, a Swedish journalist on the
2012 Euro Cup that compared the situations of construction workers in South Africa,
Ukraine and Poland in terms of wages and working conditions and the living standards of
30
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workers. It concluded that whilst wages were much lower for construction workers in South
Africa, there was better capacity for industrial action.
The campaign launch was covered nationally on South African television and several
interviews on the campaign were conducted on local radio stations. The Workers’ World
Media Productions (WWMP) made invaluable contributions and carried costs themselves,
which assisted in documenting the Green Point Strike and the July 2009 strike. They ensured
access to television and radio shows for the campaign.35 Alongside this was many
international documentaries made on the World Cup with producers admitting that the
campaign resources and analysis were the main source of alternative information on the
World Cup in South Africa.
BWI organised a Multi- Stakeholder Conference from 26 – 27 August 2009 in South Africa.
The international affiliates of Building and Woodworkers’ International, its South African
affiliates, national unions in the food and retail sectors and international organisations such as
ITUC, International Union of Food workers (IUF), Public Service International (PSI),
International Textiles Garment and Leather Workers' Federation (ITGLWF), and StreetNET
(an organisation of informal traders), all involved in lobbying and advocating for better
working conditions for workers in industries associated with major sporting events like the
2010 World Cup.36 The conference was significant in demonstrating that there was a clear
recognition that unity had to move beyond the construction sector in the future to widen the
campaign to be more effective in achieving decent work demands for all workers. At the
same time, this alliance was formed too late to make a meaningful impact during the World
Cup in South Africa.
Pillar 5: International Solidarity
At the international level, the outstanding success was achieved mainly in lobbying
FIFA, the world football governing body, and in the resultant concessions unions
managed to win from FIFA.37
The campaign received substantial support from some European construction workers’
unions, especially the Swedish Byggnads and the Swiss Unia, as well as from NGOs closely
linked to trade unions, such as Swiss Labour Assistance (SLA), the Trade Union Solidarity
Centre of Finland (SASK) and the Secretariat of International Trade Union Development Cooperation in Sweden (LO-TCO). The Swedish unions Byggnads, Elektrikerna and
Målareförbundet also made important contributions to this endeavour.38
In fact, “Fair Games - Fair Play” was successful in bridging the North–South divide, and the
division between standard and non-standard workers albeit, in a limited sense. With BWI as
the centre of coordination, the unions “campaigned together and closed ranks. They focused
on the same objectives, spoke the same language and applied a common strategy for a
35
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prolonged period of more than three years” and even conducted the trade union inspections of
the World Cup together.39
The European trade unions already mentioned also enhanced media exposure for the
campaign and its demands through press releases, media dossiers and regular updates on
websites provided important information about workers’ struggles in South Africa. Integral to
the solidarity relationship was the common understanding of the need for new forms of
organising and exchange visits helped to improve understanding of the different contexts
between the North and South but at the same time showed that precarious employment was on
the ascendancy and there much to learn from each other’s organisational renewal strategies.40
Due to the successes of the campaign, including the outcome of the multi-stakeholder
conference in 2009, BWI decided that it now, for the first time, had at its disposal a model
campaign which built on the combined five strategic pillars: organising, research,
negotiations, campaigning and international solidarity. At the same time, the campaign was
able to produce a coherent and systematic critique of mega-sports events and in so doing, had
an expressed social development message. BWI decided to “export” this model campaign to
future mega-sports events with the Brazilian 2014 World Cup on the horizon.
On 22 May 2010, in Johannesburg, at the Union Stadium, Edison Bernardes, the president of
Sindicato Solidariedade, the Construction and Furniture Workers’ Union officially
represented the construction unions of Brazil and received the handover trophy symbolising
the unity and solidarity of construction workers across the world.
Enter Brazil
The Brazilian Model for the 2014 FIFA World Cup™ is to give priority to private
finance in the construction and remodelling of the stadiums through long-term
concessions and eventually public private partnerships (PPPs).
FIFA Inspection Team Report, 200741
The less public money is invested the better the world cup will be. This equation is
guiding the project from the beginning. The government, at all levels, will only spend
works that concern them. The biggest investment will come from private enterprises.
Ricardo Teixeira, President, Brazilian Football confederation, 200942
Quite contrary to FIFA and Teixeira, the estimated infrastructure outlay for the Brazil 2014
World Cup is calculated at US$ 18bn, with 78% of the total spending coming from public
funds. According to the Brazilian Ministry of Sports the overall economic impact will exceed
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US 100bn creating 332,000 permanent jobs (2009-2014) and 381,000 temporary jobs in
2014.43
In a rather predictable fashion, the FIFA Inspection Report of 2007, grossly underestimated
the cost for the World Cup stadia at US$1.1 bn.44 By 2013 the cost of the stadia had already
increased by more than 335% reaching a whopping US$3.68 bn.45 About US$6bn is foreseen
in overall tax income to the state – a clear financial loss in terms of the US$18bn investment
made.
As the World Cup and the Olympics draw closer, Brazil's construction sector is set to move
out of its unexpected slump demonstrated by its poor performance in achieving growth of
4.2% in 2011 and 2.2% in 2012 respectively.46 The poor performance is related to the fact
that by May 2012 only 25% of the transport projects had completed the bidding process47;
and by the end of the same month 41% of works for the World Cup had not yet started.48 The
delays contributed to the unemployment rate in Brazil which increased to 5.60% in February
2013.49
As a result of these delays in commencing with construction the federal government had to
change its procedures for approving projects with an “exceptionality status” created to
increase the speed of the approval rate of urgent infrastructure projects for 201450. The
construction sector is to complete the construction of 13 airports, 7 ports and 37 transport
projects and the building or refurbishment of 12 stadiums for the 2014 World Cup. 51
This context of the rapid mobilisation of state resources for the contracting of public
infrastructure at the same time led to the rapid deployment of the reserve army of labour for
this new founded expansion of capital growth. Civil construction employs 2.5 million formal
workers in 2013 and estimates show that there are 1.5 million informal workers. Research
conducted by Brazil’s National Confederation of Industry (CNI) indicates that there is a lack
of qualified workers for 89% of Brazil’s construction companies although the vast majority
of the workforce employed for the World Cup will be unskilled and semi-skilled workers.52
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Since 2010, BWI has had strategic engagements with various partners, such as the ITUC and
StreetNet in trying to elaborate a programme and gather a national body to prepare for the
World Cup in Brazil.
Consequently, the pro-active launch on 1 April 2011 of the Building and Wood Workers’
International (BWI) “Campaign for Decent Work Towards and Beyond 2014” in Brazil
involved 17 trade unions, 6 federations and 2 confederations, far exceeding expectations on
participation and three and a half years ahead of the 2014 World Cup.53 In keeping with the
campaign model developed in South Africa, BWI and the Brazilian unions also developed a
campaign platform that resulted in a Pauta Nacional - a document where they achieved a
historic consensus regarding the national demands for the construction sector in the country
as a whole.54 This was an outstanding achievement noting the ideological differences
amongst the unions and the historic lack of cooperation and rivalry among them. A steering
committee was initially established with 8 organisations55 and later, all the unions formed
part of a broader forum where they participate, consolidate and review the strategic plans of
the campaign.
Similar to the South African situation, the launch took place against the backdrop of a strike
wave and, for the first time since 2008, wages increased 10.22% in 2011, bringing the
medium wage of civil construction workers to R$ 1,398.80.56
From February 2011 to April 2013, 25 strikes were identified of which 17 were wildcat in
nature involving some 30 000 workers on the World Cup stadiums. The trade unions were
directly involved in effectively negotiating and consolidating the gains of workers in all the
strikes. Overall, the strike wave was a huge success as it won the improvement of wages and
working conditions for Brazilian construction workers and bolstered trade union confidence.
The achievements, while varying somewhat on different worksites, included a 30-70%
increase in food stamps, overtime payment increases between 60%-85% on weekdays and
100% on weekends, transport allowances, health insurance and project bonuses. These
strikes were not only located at the World Cup work-sites but also spread to the rest of the
construction sector. In 2012, it is estimated that more than 500 000 workers went on strike for
better working conditions at the construction sites nationally. Around 70% of the strikes
occurred in the states of the North, Northeast and the Midwest of the country, where wages
are around 30% lower in comparison to the more developed regions.57 As a result of these
53
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movements, workers were able to gain an increase in wages up to 21% and improved
benefits.58
Due to the extreme lateness of the World Cup infrastructure projects, companies are placing
increased pressure on workers to speed up production and delivery of the projects with two
fatal accidents already having occurred.59 The increases in the rate of exploitation through
increases in the pace of work, overtime and productivity agreements, mean that the workers
will still have to meet the completion schedules of the infrastructure and will not receive the
full remuneration since there will actually be a decrease in the length of their employment.
Meanwhile, the construction companies will reap the mega-profits for the full price tag of the
project at highly inflated prices despite the shorter period of production of the World Cup
infrastructure. It is here, as in South Africa, where the multiplier effect simply fails to
translate investment made into jobs created and income redistribution as the vast surplus of
public funds is extracted into wasteful private accumulation.
While the campaign in Brazil started pro-actively with an existing campaign model to learn
from, it has as yet not registered improvements beyond that developed in South Africa in
terms of the five strategic pillars; organising, research, and negotiating, campaigning, and
international solidarity.
The geography of Brazil, as a very large country, including that of the huge and diverse
number of trade unions involved created a level of coordination and political complexity that
did not arise in the campaign in South Africa.
BWI estimated, through their affiliates, that 15,000 workers joined the trade unions as a result
of the campaign. While a national set of demands was agreed to by the trade unions
nationally and delivered to the federal government and employers’ associations, the unions
could miss the opportunity to develop a national strike and to consolidate a national
Collective Bargaining Agreement where they could address the national inequities as
expressed by workers themselves by using the leverage provided by the World Cup to
improve workers’ wages and working conditions.
While the mainstream media was effectively used to promote sympathy for workers’
demands and strike action, there was reluctance on the part of the media to provide sufficient
attention to trade union issues on a national level.
Despite the strike wave, the lack of mainstream coverage on workers’ issues, especially at an
international level meant that FIFA did not feel sufficiently pressurised in its meeting with
BWI and the ITUC on November 2011 to produce a more positive outcome on decent work
in Brazil. BWI and the ITUC however, tactically used this opportunity in the mainstream
media to pressure FIFA on the awarding of the World Cup 2022 to Qatar where migrant
workers were being subjected to ‘modern slavery’.60 By early 2013, The Unified Communist
Party of Nepal Ambassador to Qatar Maya Kumari Sharma publically stated Qatar was like
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an “open jail”.61 The Nepalese government responded by drafting a report confirming the use
of forced Nepalese migrant labour in Qatar, confirmed by the ILO. The Guardian newspaper
report, “Revealed: Qatar's World Cup 'slaves'”62 ahead of the FIFA executive meeting was
followed by another report by ITUC that an additional 4,000 workers were projected to die in
Qatar by 2022.63 FIFA’s meeting on 3 October 2013 received a "Red card for FIFA" protest
organised by BWI and Unia at FIFA's Zürich headquarters which also attracted widespread
media coverage.64
The negative publicity forced Sepp Blatter to admit that while, ‘Fifa cannot interfere with the
labour rights of any country, but we cannot ignore them’. FIFA stated: "Together, I think,
we're going to find a solution to improve, or maybe to change, the situation that for sure, for
everybody, is unacceptable".65 The Qatar government subsequently confirmed it was
conducting a full investigation into the allegations of forced migrant labour. 66 With the
consistent campaigning by BWI and ITUC and with nine years to go before the Qatar World
Cup, there can be little doubt that basic conditions for migrant workers are set to improve.
Conclusion
The FIFA World Cup is a mega-sporting event that is underpinned by mega-public subsidies
which drive unsustainable overconsumption based upon the short-term imperatives of private
capital accumulation at the expense of society as a whole, workers and the environment.
Key to the delivery of the mega-sports spectacle is the rapid production of infrastructure,
manufacture and services which is made possible through the mobilisation of the mass of the
reserve army of labour into a short-term wage relationship. Once the World Cup has come to
an end in the host country the large majority of the reserve army is disposed of and, as was
shown in the case of South Africa, and as will soon to be witnessed in Brazil, there is an
almost immediate bloodbath of the loss of hundreds and thousands of jobs. This while FIFA
and its commercial partners, the banks, local and international construction and engineering
firms, have secured for themselves and their shareholders a guaranteed rate of mega-profits.
Trade unions in both South Africa and Brazil have shown that mega-sports events can be
used as an opportunity for securing the long-term strategic goals of trade union revitalisation
and the building of unity amongst workers and trade unions themselves.
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Through the bold leadership and foresight of the Building and Wood Workers’ International
(BWI) trade unions are beginning to reposition themselves as the most relevant social
organisation of the working class to combat the excesses of capitalist globalisation.
Despite the advances and shortcomings of the current decent work campaign they remain a
valuable source of inspiration of what is possible when trade unions make the political and
organisational leap to provide leadership and organisation to the working class within a very
complex web of the mega-sports accumulation complex.
Indeed, in the context of increased global austerity measures taken by governments
worldwide, and with BWI and the ITUC already preparing for the World Cup in Russia in
201867 and Qatar in 202268 where even bigger challenges of coordination and organisational
challenges lie, it becomes even more crucial to start the counter-discourse to question the
social value of the mega-sports accumulation complex, the wasteful luxury consumption at its
foundation and vast extraction of mega-public subsidies that flow as a matter of course to
private capital.
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